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Messagefrom the President

EXCELLENCE.

For all ofus at Bridgewater

College, it's more than just a buzzword. It describes our
history and serves as a promise for our future. Excellence is
the standard to which BC aspires in everything we do.
When I arrived in Bridgewater just over a year ago, I
was fortunate to join an institution with a rich history
and sense of pride. Bridgewater College has exemplified
a commitment to excellence at every turn in its 135-year
history. Ever faithful to the principles ofliberal learning,
we were offering pre-professional programs in the early
years of the 20th century, when many schools weren't even
thinking about pre-med or pre-law. And from the very
start, we have been committed to an inclusive academic
community, admitting women and minorities before many
other institutions.
Our tradition ofexcellence continues today. As this
issue of Bridgewater illustrates, our commitment to
excellence is evident all around us-in our curricular and
co-curricular programs, our campus and our people. Our Academic Citizenship program provides a
framework for integrating learning in and out ofthe classroom, and is earning recognition as a valuable
component in the education ofengaged citizens. Our baseball team's exceptional run last spring closed
out a year that saw four different Eagle athletic teams win ODAC championships. TI1e renovation
of Nininger Hall gives us a first-class facility to strengthen both athletic and academic programs. The
dedication, compassion and care shown by our faculty and staff, by our current students and our alumni
continues to make a difference in the lives ofthose here on campus and in the lives ofthose from around
the globe. Whether in a long-serving College nurse, or in our graduates who exhibit daily the impact of
the education they received here, or in those who give oftheir time, talent and treasure to ensure that
the next 135 years ofBC history are as inspiring as the last, the ongoing story ofBC is one of people
committed to making a difference in the world, living out our commitment to excellence every d ay.
As you enjoy this issue ofBridgewater, I hope you will reflect on your part ofour story and the
role you've pl ayed in sustaining the excellence we see here. It's something to which you have already
contributed - and something I hope you will continue to support. Together we can lead the College to
ever greater heights and to levels ofexcellence we've not yet even considered.
With warm regards,

David W. Bushman, Ph.D.
President
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BRIDGEWATER DEDICATES

Renovated

Nininger Holl

Several years of planning and a year of construction culminated on Sept. 9 with the official
dedication of a modernized and expanded Nininger Hall.

N

ininger, which is the oldest ath
letic facility in the Old Dominion
Athletic Conference, was built in
1958 and last improved in 1988.
Now; thanks co a multi-million dollar
makeover, the facilitys footprint has been in-

creased by more than 15,000 square feet. The
project completely refurbished and updated
all existing spaces including the gymnasium,
classrooms and laboratory for the Health and
Human Sciences program and faculty and
coaches' offices. It also provided new locker

rooms, training/rehab center, strength/con
ditioning facilty and team room.
Other features of the project included a
new; multi-sport flexible locker room; new
building fai;ade and lobby; and new Athletic
Hall of Fame Gallery,

BRI DG EWA TE R
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ABOVE LEFT: Cutting the ribbon to officially dedicate Nininger Half are (left to right} Dr. Barbara Long, associate professor and chair ofthe Department ofHealth

and Human Sciences; Frank Tamber rino, president and CEO ofthe Harrisonburg-Rockingham Chamber ofCommerce; Doug Driver, president ofLantz Construction;
NathanM lier, chair ofthe Br idgewater College board of trustees; Bridgewater President David W. Bushman; and Curt Kendall directorofathletics at Bridgewater.
ABOVE RIGHT: The opening event included tours ofthe facility. Photos byTommyThompson, Holly Marcus and Holly Donahue '14

Jopson Field was included in the make
over, as well, receiving a turffield and the
installation oflights. An estimated 800
people-faculty, staff, students, alumni,
friends and visitors-gathered on the lawn
of Nininger for the dedication ceremony,
which included participants from the Of
fice ofthe President, the student body, the
Athletics Department, the Department
ofHealth and Human Sciences, Lantz
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Construction of Broadway, Va., and the
Harrisonbur g Rockingham
Chamber of
Commerce.
Dr. David W. Bushman,president of
Bridgewater College, noted that the com
pletion ofNininger embodies the Colleges
persistence of mission and commitment to
excellence.
"This building is named in recognition
and honor ofan individual and a family

who were deeply committed to the College,
who provided leadership decades ago," he
said. "The legacy ofleadership, the legacy
of commitment to that mission, is still here
today, and the work we do now-the work
we celebrate today-honors that commit
ment and pays it fonvard to the next genera
tion of students, faculty, staff, alumni and
community,"
The Nininger project was designed by

acrossth em al I

the Greensboro, NC-based architectural firm
of Moser M ayer Phoenix Associates, The first
phase of the project-the add ition to Nininger's
southwest comer overlookingJopson Field-be
gan afi:er commencement in May 2013 and was
completed by the end of the year, The second
phase began afi:er basketball season ended in
March 2014 and was completed by the time
students returned to campus in August,

The build ing remained in use during the entire
process,
The expansion and renovation of Nininger
were more than simply construction projects
to enhance the physical plant, In fact, the effort
to update the campus' athletic center is closely
aligned w ith the College's emphasis on a holistic
education that embraces academics, co-curricu
lar activities and community,

The new Nininger allows the College
to host major events in the grand
/obby(oppositepage}, the Hall of
Fame (with its digitally interactive
touch screen kiosk} and the President's
Suite, bringing the entire community
together.

BRIDGEWATER
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ABOVE:Renovated gymnas�m. BELOW
LEFT: Athletic training and rehabilitation
facility BELOW RIGHT: The strength and
conditioning center, which is designed
to support athletes in a/122 sports and
features half racks for Olympic move
ments. OPPOSITE PAGE: The turf field
includes fights, enabling teams to play
evening games for the first time in the
College's history.
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'A Bridgewater education focuses on the
whole person, and the student-athlete compo
nent of that is important: said Anne Keeler,
vice president for finance and treasurer, who
pointed out that one-third of Bridgewater's
students are involved in intercollegiate athlet
ics. "We want our student-athletes to be able to
work out in a sound and high-quality facility;
and for our students in Health and Human Sci-

ences to have access to updated equipment in an
inviting environment."
Keeler expressed gratitude for alumni and
friends of the College who continue to provide
financial support. The support for Nininger
continues to be a key fund-raising goal, as
contributions are valuable in relieving the need
for financing and reducing the College's debt
burden,

acrossthemall
If you'd like to donate to the Campaign for Nininger, please go online to
L.:.Ll.�PJ......_.,�;.i.;;a.;;.a.:..ui.LLLJL.1.1.L1�LJ'""l.:i..:..u.i4.J';.i.·...L.t.J' ,-uand click on "Make a Donation to the
Project." Or, send your donation to Bridgewater College, Office of Institutional
Advancement, 402 E. College St., Box 33, Bridgewater VA 22812.

BRIDGEWATER
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BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE
NAMED ONE OF BEST IN
COMMONWEALTH BY VIRGINIA
I.IV/NG
Bridgewater College has been named
one of the best colleges in the com
monwealth by Virginia Living maga
zine in its 2014 supplement, Virginia
Living State of Education.

Bridgewater was recognized in the
yearly supplement, which celebrates
excellence and innovation in Vir
ginia's schools. The magazine focused
on the College's Quality Enhance
ment Program, Academic Citizen
ship, which encourages students to
explore and engage in the perspec
tives of others.
"Academic Citizenship builds com
munity through discussion and
civil discourse, and in the process
enhances the ability of our students

Backpack Display Focuses on Student
Suicide Prevention
A public exhibition of 1,100 backpacks-each commemorating one of the 1,100 college
students who die by suicide in the United States each year-was displayed at Bridgewater
College Sept 16 on the campus mall.
The exhibition, titled"Send Silence Packing; was developed by Active Minds Inc, a
national organization dedicated to raising awareness of mental health issues among college
students. The backpacks, which traveled from Bridgewater to five other college campuses
throughout the South, were donated in memory of loved ones who died by suicide.
The backpacks featured personal stories in memory or honor of loved ones affected by sui
cide. The Bridgewater College chapter of Active Minds noted that displaying backpacks with
personal stories puts a "face" to lives lost to suicide, and carries the message that preventing
suicide isn't just about improving statistics, but also about saving lives.
The event at Bridgewater was made possible by the Mark Flora Memorial Fund.
"Bridgewater College is proud to be a part of such a powerful and meaningful expression
through 'Send Silence Packing,'" said Randy Hook, director of counseling services at Bridge
water. "The display was a testament to the College's commitment to raising awareness of the
issues associated with mental health and the stigma that is often attached to it.
"Our hope," he continued, "is that this event will foster broader discussion about how we
can better meet the mental and emotional requirements of all those in need. No family should
ever have to experience the tragedy of suicide, but the reality is that many have:
Hook said those involved in the College's Active Minds chapter hope that"Send Silence
Packing" can serve as a place of healing for those who have experienced such a loss, and pro
vide assurance that "there are many voices committed to, indeed, sending silence packing:

to work through complex issues with
others," said Jamie Frueh, professor
of political science and co-director of
Academic Citizenship. "We are hon
ored to be recognized for one of the
programs that makes a Bridgewater
College education distinctive:'
8
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anu the Stigr£a that is often attached to it.�
- RANDY HOOK, DIRECTOR OF COUNSELING SERVICES

acrossthemall

ELEVEN NEW FACULTY MEMBERS JOIN BRIDGEWATER COMMUNI TY

Bridgewater College welcomed 11 new full-time faculty members for the 2014-15 academic year. The faculty members, who arrived
on campus in late August for meetings before the start of classes on Aug. 26, joined the departments ofa rt, economics and business
administration, education, health and human sciences, history and political science, sociology, and world languages and cultures.

The new faculty members, announced by
Dr. Carol A. Scheppard, vice president
and dean for academic affairs, are as fol
lows:
Eric Kniss has been promoted to full
time instructor of art. He has served as
an adjunct in the art department since
August 2010. He received an A.A. from
Hesston College, a B.F.A. in ceramics from
Bethel College and an M.F.A. in sculpture
from the University of North Carolina at
Greensboro.
William McKnight will join the
department of economics and business
administration as an assistant professor.
He received a B.A. in accounting from
Southwestern University and is a Ph.D.
candidate in strategic management from
the University of Houston.
Joining the education department is
Jenny Martin as assistant professor. She
earned a B.S. in English/secondary educa
tion from Eastern Mennonite University,
an M.A. in education from Radford Univer
sity and is a Ph.D. candidate in curriculum
and instruction with an emphasis on
middle and secondary English education
from Virginia Tech.

The department of health and human
sciences welcomes two new faculty mem
bers-Carmen Moyer as visiting assistant
professor and Dr. Kevin Zimmerman as
assistant professor.
Moyer, a 2011 Bridgewater College
graduate with a degree in health and
exercise science, received an M.S. degree
in exercise and sport science from East
Carolina University.
Zimmerman earned a B.A. from the Uni
versity of Arizona, and an M.S. in couple
and family therapy and a Ph.D. in human
development and family studies, both
from Iowa State University.
Joining the department of history and
political science are Dr. Bobbi Gentr y
and Dr. Yuka Hiruma Kishida, both as
assistant professors.
Gentry received B.A. degrees in psychol
ogy and political science from Winthrop
University, and M.Phil. and Ph.D. degrees
in political science from City University of
New York Graduate Center.
Kishida earned a B.A. in liberal arts from
Soka University of America and M.A. and
Ph.D. degrees in history from The Univer
sity of Iowa.

Ernest"Skip" Burzumato has been
promoted to full-time instructor of sociol
ogy. He has served as an adjunct in the
sociology department since January 2011.
He earned B.A. and M.A. degrees from the
University of Memphis and an M.A. in the
ology and biblical studies from Reformed
Theological Seminary.
The department of world languages
and cultures welcomes two new faculty
members-Dr. Susan Dixon and
Geraldine Suter, both as instructors of
world languages.
Dixon earned an A.B. in English and
French from Randolph Macon College, an
M.A. and doctorate in comparative litera
ture from Universite Paris 8 and a Ph.D. in
French from Rutgers University.
Suter, a 2006 BC graduate with a degree
in English, received an M.A. in English
from James Madison University and an
M.A. in Germanic languages and litera
tures from the University of Virginia. She is
a Ph.D. candidate in Germanic languages
and literatures at UVA.

BRIDGEWATER
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The Flory-Steurys

Bridgewater College has been home
and alma mater to generations of
family members. Parents, dlildren,
grandchildren, great-grandchildren
there's just something about
Bridgewater that keeps 'em coming
here. The Flo ry-Steury family is a case in
point, and is our Legacy Family for this
issue of Bridgewater. All those pictured
here, except the Rev. Mary Jo Flory
Steury, who lives in Elgin, Ill., are from
Bridgewater.
PICTURED ON THE FRONT ROW, LEFTTO
RIGHT,ARE: MaryJoRo,y-Steury, class of 1978;

Marie Flory, class of 1945;Ma,y Beth Flory, dass of
1970;and Janet FloryRat en, class of1976.
BACK ROW: Ellie Draper, class of 1972, and her
fiance, PhilFlory, class of1975; Ted Flory, dass of
1970;andKevinF/o,y, class of 2000.
Family members not pictured who are also
alumni are Brian Flory, class of 1996;JoleneRo,y,
class of 2003; SharonRaten (d aughter ofJanet
Flo,y Flaten}, class of 2007;Jessk:a (Steury) Straw
derman, dass of2010; and Courtney F/o,y Duffey,
class of 2012.

Want a chance to be a legacy family for this space in the magazine? It's easy. Gather the Bridgewater College graduates in
yourfamily, take a high resolution (1 MB or larger) photo, and email it to us with a description of who'.5 in the picture. You
can submit legacy fami/y photos to a:ulbert@bridgewater.edu.

Comcast IPTV Trial For Schools Reaches Bridgewater College
Cutting edge technology that lets college
students stream live TV and On Demand
content directly to their computers, laptops
and mobile devices anywhere on campus has
come to Bridgewater College-without any
additional cost
In one of only a handful ofpilot pro
grams nationwide, Xfinity On Campus-a
creation ofComcast-will give Bridgewater
students access to approximately 80 live
cable channels including every major broad
cast network, as well as cable channels such
as SMC, ESPN, FXand MTV Students
can also gain access to thousands of current-
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season television shows and hit movies.
While off campus, students will be able to
use their Bridgewater College credentials to
authenticate and gain access to online pro
gramming that is part of their subscription.
"There's a wealth of fantastic TV
programming available today and our
students increasingly warn it on their
terms-when and where they want it,» said
Abbie Parkhurst, Bridgewater College
spokesperson. "We're thrilled to work with
Comcast and offer Xfinity On Campus to
our students. Not only does it give them a
robust collection of the content they want

to watch today, but it delivers it to them in
a way that's intuitive, seamless and tailored
for their busy, on-the-go lifestyles."
Xfinity On Campus requires only one
piece of on-premise equipment, making it
easy and cost-effective for Bridgewater's in
formation technology deparnnent to man
age and maintain. To get the full service,
smderns must live on campus and be on the
College's network. They can sign in with
their College credentials viaXfinityOn
Campus.com or by downloading the Xfinity
On Campus app.

acrossthemall
College Purchases Crimson Inn
The College announced in August that it
would purchase the Crimson Inn, which is
located on Main Street in Bridgewater, as a
way to ensure flexible housing for a growing
student population.
"After a number offeasibility studies and
cost analysis investigations over the last
year, we have determined the purchase of
the Crimson Inn to be in the best interests
of the College," said President David W.
Bushman. "Primarily, it gives us greater
control and flexibility in our enrollment
management operation - particularly as
we plan annual recruiting targets and when
enrolling and housing students."
Bushman said that the need to house
students in Harrisonburg temporarily last
fall was a less-than-ideal situation-one the
College wants to avoid in the future.
"Having temporary fall housing available

1
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at the Crimson Inn-until we are able to
relocate students to main campus housing
will enable the College to more predictably
meet its enrollment goals without risking a
lack of housing," said Bushman.
He went on to note that rooms not hous
ing students (primarily during spring and
summer) will be available for use by visitors

---

-

�

to the Bridgewater area, providing addition
al revenue, which helps to offset the cost of
acquiring and operating the Inn.
"We will engage a professional manage
ment company to operate the hotel while
we continue to focus on our core mission of
education," Bushman said.

Chillin'

Bridgewater President David
W. Bushman took the ALS Ice
Bucket Challenge on Aug. 27,
and responded to his dunking
by Zachary Mollica' 15 with a
check to support the fight against
amytrophic lateral sclerosis, a fatal
condition also known as "Lou
Gehrig's disease."
Photo by Charles Culbertson

BRIDGEWATER
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On July 24, Darryl Hill-known as
the "Jackie Robinson ofSouthern
college football"-came to
Bridgewater to visit retired coach
and teacher Carlyle Whitelow '59,
Hill, who played for the University
ofMaryland in 1963 and was
instrumental in reducing the racial
barriers in college sports at the
time, read an article in the summer
2014 issue ofBridgewater about
Whitelow and his days playing
football for the College during the
age of segregation, Inspired by the
story, he asked to meet Whitelow,
The two sports legends enjoyed a
long conversation about their days
ofplaying in a largely segregated
society, then had lunch with
Bridgewater President David W.
Bushman,
Photo by Tom my Thompson

A completely redesigned Bridgewater College website was unveiled
in September following many months ofplanning and implementation,
Designed by the Pittsburg, Pa,-based firm ofBarkleyREI, the new website
features cutting-edge optics and functionality, merging curb appeal with
ease ofuse,
"The new website is highly responsive and-because its various elements
can shuffle and resize-permits ease of use on all types ofdevices, including
phones and tablets," said Abbie Parkhurst, executive director ofmarketing
and communications at Bridgewater, "In designing the site we had poten
tial students and their parents foremost in our minds, and so paid particu
lar attention to making navigation as effortless as possible for them."
Parkhurst noted that the site represents a significant improvement in the
way Bridgewater interacts with users and disseminates information about
the College, She also said that communications within the College among
students and employees are now managed through the MyBC portal,
which frees up the website for external uses,

-ABBIE, PARKHURST, E,XE,CUTIVE. DIRE.CT OR OF MARKE.TING ANO COMMUNICATIONS
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1.

"Jevone Fentress
'14 Student Earns
Degree After Going
Through Struggles"
WHSV
May 19,2014

the cost ofwaste collection,

2.

Darryl Hill, "Meeting
Brings Together
Two Who Crossed
College Football
Color Line"
Daly News-Record
July 25, 2014

3,

Teshome Molalenge, "Composting
Roundup"
Biocyc/e Magazine
August 2014

4,

"Comcast Pursues
College Market With
TV Via Computer"
USA Today
Aug. 20, 2014

5,

Bill Phipps "Phipps
Back in Booth"
Daly News-Record
Sept.3, 2014

6,

"Bridgewater
College Buys
Hotel for Student
Housing"
Washington Post
Sept. 10,2014

"Our strategy is to
divert 30 to 45 percent
of the waste stream into
comp osting, therefore reducing

"Stay
focused; there

are a lot of things ·in
college thatjust happen,
and you have to stay
focused on your studies."

which will pay for a portion of the
composting program:'

II

Equ·1pped with about 80 channels, theXfinity On
Campus service wHI be available at Drexel Univers"ity,
Lasell College, Bridgewater College, Emerson College, the un·1ver
sity of Delaware, MIT and the un·1versity of New Hampshke.

II

"If an official makes a bad call
against the other team, I'm going

to say it was a bad call against the other
team and I thought the Eagles got a break.

IJI

I'm not going to pull any punches just
"ljust thought it

because I'm a Bridgewater announcer."

was amazing that

a school in Virginia
would have an African
American player in the
mid '50s and back their
player up. It came as a
shock to me. Ijust felt
Bridgewater should be
commended for what it
did."

rJ

Bridgewater vice president Anne Keeler notes that with
some exceptions the College requires
students to 1·1ve on campus. She says the hotel
will provide temporary overflow housing in
years when enrollment acceptances exceed
projections.

BRIDGEWATER
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Exce lienee in At

T

ics .

he Bridgewater College baseball team achieved a new level of
excellence this spring as the Eagles put together the best sea
son in College history, The team soared to new heights, win
ning the ODAC tournament title, advancing to the NCAA
South Region finals and falling just one win shy of advancing
to the eight-team Division III College World Series.
"For our program it's pretty much been established year-in-and
year-out that making the conference tournament and playing for the
championship is our criteria," said head coach Curt Kendall.• Com
ing from behind to win the conference championship is something
that group wanted to achieve."
The 2014 squad was led by 11 seniors. Heading into the season
the veterans had played in the conference tournament title game
three times, including losing two straight in the finals of the 2013
tournament. That stinging weekend in 2013 was key to this year s
success.
"After two years ago when we had to get beat by Randolph-Ma
con twice in the championship, we blew that on that Monday with
the rain delay and had to move to a different location. The group of
seniors that we had, 11 of them, it was the goal of the team to get
back there and figure out how to win it," said Kendall, who coached
his 29th season this spring at the helm of BC baseball,
The Eagles came out of the gate in Februar y with four straight
wins and headed into their annual spring break trip with a 9-3 over
all record, After dropping its first two games in Florida, the seniors
called a players-only team meeting on a mid-March evening,
"We k new we had the talent," said captain Tyler Hoffman, "I got
up and said that night, 'If you are not all in, don't show up tomor
rowt' I t became our motto and we got T-shirts printed with that on
them,"
Hoffman's message echoed loud and clear as the Eagles put
together a 12-game win streak from late-March into mu ch of April.
In the conference tournament in Lynchburg, the Eagles dropped
their second game to Shenandoah before roaring back to win their
final three games, including two straight over Shenandoah in the
championship round,
"We kind of knew what to expect," Hoffman said of the confer-
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ence tourney, "W hen we got put in the loser bracket we came back
and beat Shenandoah twice, That had happened to us the year be
fore. We wouldn't have gone to the regionals without the automatic
bid from winning the conference tourney."
Armed with a 33-12 overall record and a five-game winning
streak, the team headed to Georgia for the south regional and a
chance for a bid to the world series, The Eagles won three straight
games but then fell to Emory twice in the championship round that
ended the season. The final record was 36-14.
In a season full of statistics, the Eagles had a team batting average
of .291, a fielding percentage of .961 and a team-ERA of 2.90.
"It was pitching and defense that was going to carry us," Kendall
said. "Timely hitting and offense, too. We realized that we were
going to have to make things happen on offense, We weren't going
to light the scoreboard up. It took guys 1-9 to get it done, moving
runners, hitting behind runners. If we get 4 or 5 runs a game and
the pitchers do their job, we were going to have a chance to win, We
won a lot of close ones.»
Hoffman pointed to the teams unselfish play as key to the success,
"We just threw the individual stats out the window;" said Hoff
man. "We just stressed that this was do or die and the young guys
bought into it."
Pitcher Robert Gallett just liked the teams chemistry.
"We were just a close-knit group of guys,» said Gallett. "We
weren't the biggest kids but were best friends on and off the field.
We also built our team on pitching and defense, Making it to the
regionals last year helped this team this year.»
Kendall also pointed to his teams continued improvement as the
season progressed.
•We said all along that we were going to have to get better as the
season went on, The theme became 'all-in', It became our motto and
»
we wore those T-shirts until the end of the season.
Never one to rest on his teams laurels, Kendall is excited to get
back out there for his 30th season in 2015. "We'll get right back af
ter it. We have played in more championship games than anyone in
the conference, We'll have to do it with different people, we lost 11
seniors, but that will be the goaL It doesn't change," he concluded,

Excellence

in Caring

Linda Bowers, Bridgewater's
Nurse Extraordinaire
by Charles Culbertson

A

lot of Band-Aids and TLC have floated under the
proverbial bridge since Linda Bowers became Bridge
water's nurse 42 years ago, But while the times, people
and procedures have changed, Bowers' priorities have
noL Today, this mother of three and grandmother of 12 dispenses
everything from first aid to advice with the same exacting pro
fessionalism and deep sense of caring that marked her service at
Bridgewater from day one,
A native of Charlottesville, Va, who saw her fair share of the
country as the dau ghter of a career Navy man, Bowers was always
interested in nursing,
"I don't remember ever wanting to do anything else," said Bow
ers, who now lives in ML Crawford, Va, "From the beginning I
wanted to be a medical missionary, I gave my heart to Jesus when
I was eight years old, and from that moment on I wanted to help
people and serve the Lord, I figured being a medical missionary
was a good way to do thac"
She added with a wry smile, "As you can see, unless Bridgewater
is a mission, I didn't exactly do what I intended, But I believe our
lives are missions, and that's how I've approached my job here:
Bowers was actually planning to attend Bridgewater College
had been accepted, in fact-when the exigencies of life got in the
way, In her senior year of high school she met Bobby Bowers, her
husband-to-be, Her parents were going through a divorce, The
Vietnam war was raging and Bobby joined the Navy, The
couple were married in 1969, and Linda began to
look for a way to be come a nurse without going to
college for four years,
"Just at that time the University ofVirginia
was opening their pilot LPN program,"
Bowers said, "It was right there,,,God's way
for me to become a nurse," ►
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W hich she did, For
20 months she trained
alongside RNs in the
program and earned
her degree as a Licensed
Practical Nurse in 1969,
In 1973, when her
husband got out of the
Navy, the couple applied
for jobs as dorm direc
tors at Bridgewater, They
were being interviewed
Linda during her early years at Bridgewatel'.
by the dean of students,
J, Alaric Bowman Jr,,
when Bowman turned to Linda and asked, "What do you do?" She
replied that she was a nurse,
• Suddenly the conversation wasn't about our being fit dorm
directors, but about my being a nurse," Bowers said, "As fortune
would have it, the College's nurse was moving on and they were
trying to figure out how to cover that position, So he said, 'Okay, if
you agree to be our nurse, Bob will be a dorm director,'"
The couple looked at each other and nodded,
Being the college nurse in those days required a jack-of-all-trades
approach, Bowers said she did everything from clerical duti es and
the ordering of supplies to answering the telephone and triaging,
Of course, she has stories to tell-and some she can't,
"Bobby and I were dorm directors in Yount, and one night I got
a call that someone in Wardo was violently ill," Bowers said, "Now,
you have to understand that Wardo in those days had the reputa
tion of being the wildest dorm on campus, so you never really knew
what to expect,"

Once she was called to a dorm at 2 a, m, by a frantic student who
said her roommate had passed out and couldn't be revived, Bowers
got to the dorm as fast as she could, and found the student slumped
over a table, her head resting on an open book, The first thing Bow
ers did was take her by the shoulder and shake her,
"She slowly roused out of this stupor she'd fallen into," said Bow
ers, "It was nothing more than exhaustion, She'd been studying for
two days without sleep and finally just collapsed from exhaustion,"
Then there was the episode with the thorn,
"W hen I came to Bridgewater, it was during the time of streak
ing," Bowers said, "We realized at some point that most of the
streakers made their way back to Yount, One time I had to pull a
thorn out of a person's side because he'd been streaking across cam
pus and ran into some thorn bushes, It was all I could do to keep a
straight face,"
The job has changed, of course, as have the times, Bowers said
she sees a much higher degree of mental health issues today than
she did 42 years ago, and that students generally seek medical at
tention much more than they did in her early days at the College,
There's more paperwork, and things are "more legalistic,"
But Bowers, who has over the years served on mission trips to
Africa, Uruguay, Mexico and England, said she loves Bridgewater
and the job that sometimes has her doling out motherly as well as
nursing skills,
"I can't imagine not having a connection to Bridgewater," she
said, "I love the people I work with, I love the students and I love
working with this age group, A lot of people say they can't wait for
retirement, but I don't feel that way I think when I retire, that it
will leave a pretty big hole in my heart."

Wardo Hall was a men's dormitory that was built in 1890. A new building was
constructed in 1910.1 t remained a men's dormitory until 1980 when i t was incor
porated with Founders Hall to form
Flory Hall. Wardo (the origin of the
name is still a mystery) was famous
for the rowdiness of its residents.
The Church of the Brethren across
the street-now the Carter Center
for Worship and Music-frequently
complained of the noise issuing from
Wardo. When, in the 19 50s, a singing
quintet from Wardo performed at
the church's morning service, the
pastor, in introducing the group,
parodied John 1 :46 by asking, "Can
anything good come out of Wardo?"
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EXCELLENCE IN GIVING

The Legacy of Dr. Martha B. Thornton
by Kathleen Herring

This May, Bridgewater College received a generous bequest in memory of Dr. Martha B. Thornton, a retired
professor of religion and associate dean of students. Thornton, who is remembered as an excellent ed ucator,
leader and financial supporter of the College, wanted the gift to benefit the Philosophy and Religion
Endowment for Faculty Enhancement. Over the course ofher 18-year career with Bridgewater (hired in 1968
and retired in 1986), her work touched the lives of students and fellow educators in a profound way.
Recently retired Professor Steve Watson, who began as a faculty
member in 1970, knew Thornton during the last 16 years of her
work, According to Watson, Martha Thornton "was one of the
most empathetic persons I have ever known, She served BC in a
variety of capacities.,,as dean of women, as assistant dean of stu
dents, as teacher of religious courses, and worked on virtually every
committee related to student life, She was a marvelous colle agu e in
the department of philosophy and religion, able to relate to many
students often overwhelmed with college work and its demands:
Thornton, thinking that there "should be some dialogue with
young, possibly simplistic, students who had little experience with
theology and academic biblical studies" encouraged Watson to
begin a course entitled "Basic Christian Beliefs: According to Wat
son, "Dr. Thomtons observation was that students often viewed
with suspicion the academic enterprise placing religion under its
microscope,"

The new endowment is slated to be used by the department
chair to benefit activities, programming and faculty enhancement,
a fitting memory for a wonderful educator with a passion for her
craft, Watson says that "on one particular occasion I remember
finding out from her that she had not taken time for lunch a single
time that week because of students catching her directly from class,
unloading their personal problems on her:The sympathetic profes
sor's regard for this type of personal relationship with her students
also led her to establish the Martha B, Thornton Faculty Recogn i
tion Award, which is given to a deserving professor each year on
Founders Day.
"For many years Martha devoted virtually every moment of her
life, not just her professional life, to the students of Bridgewater
College," Watson reminisces. W hat a fitting memory that her
legacy should add to the benefit of the College, its students and the
faculty of her department,
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tXCrllrNCt IN SERVICE

Alumni Recount Experiences as Peace Corps Volunteers
by Karen Doss Bowman '91
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uring her senior year at
Bridgewater, Alex Murphy
traveled to South Sudan on
a learning tour sponsored by the New Community Project, a
non-profit organization that promotes peace through social
justice, care for the environment and experiential learning
opportunities, That experience inspired her and sparked an interest in
learning about other cultures and serving others, Her sense of adventure
led her to join the Peace Corps,
"I fell in love with the culture of South Sudan, the people, the way
the entire experience shaped my mind and the way I thought about the
world around me," said Murphy, who graduated in 2009 with a double
major in sociology and communication studies, "I was interested in how
people all around the world live and the struggles that are faced by com
munities in developing and Third World countries, I wanted to pursue
something more long-term-more in depth-where I felt like I could
have a greater impact_"
Like Murphy, Peter Barlow '04, was drawn to other cultures, loved to
travel and wanted to gain a greater understanding of people and places
around the world, And so, Barlow-a recipient of the 2004 Bridgewater
student service award-went into the Peace Corps,
"Joining Peace Corps is something I'd wanted to do for a long time,"
said Barlow, who earned a master's degree in biology from James Madi
son University in 2006, "I had been working for Virginia State Parks,
and loved my job, but had a strong desire to explore the world, serving
others,"

Life Skills Education
Murphy returned to the United States in July, after serving three
years as a Peace Corps volunteer in Botswana, Africa, She spent her first
two years training teachers at the primary school level on a life skills
curriculum that was developed by Botswana's ministry of education,
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Her last year was spent training teachers on a comprehensive sexual
education curriculum at a school for children Vvi th developmental
disabilities,
Botswana has the world's second-highest rate of HIV, Murphy
explained, The program was designed to raise awareness about
HIV and healthy sexual behaviors by teaching life skills such as
self-confidence, assertiveness and gender equality, The curriculum
also applied life lessons to everyday subjects, A math lesson, for
example, might be taught using HIV/AIDS statistics,
A key feature of her service was to train teachers to continue the
work even after she and other volunteers were gone,
"We were not taking away jobs from the people," said Murphy,
"It was more about capacity building-just teaching them to do
their jobs in a more sustainable and educated way, It's a great ap
proach that's prevalent through Peace Corps,"

Boosting Economics
Barlow served in Peace Corps from Aug, 2009 to Oct, 2011 on
the island ofLeyte, Phillip pines, Barlow said that Leyte, a mu
nicipali ty of 25,000 people, is the most impoverished part of the
country,
Barlow; a biology major at Bridgewater, served as an agricultural
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extension worker, taught biology and environmental science classes
to high school students in the mornings, In the afternoons, he
worked Vvi th villagers to build fish cages and grew seaweed in the
ocean to boost their economic livelihood and availability oflow
cost, high-protein food, The fish was sold in local markets, while
the seaweed was sold primarily to businessmen for use as carrageen
an in many products, including toothpaste,
"The people there only make an average of$60 per month-if
they're working," Barlow said, "The unemployment rate is 70
percent, and the high school graduation rate is about two percent,
So few people get the chance to go to school, and few people have
jobs, And those who do have jobs are not making much money, It's
a sad situation,"
Though the people he served live in extreme poverty, Barlow was
inspired by their sense of togetherness, He recalled one day when
there was a tsunami warning, he rushed with a group of people to
higher ground to wait for danger to pass,
"I looked around me, and I realized I was standing on top of the
highest hill around," he said, "I was in this crowd of about 1,000
people hoping that tsunami wouldn't come, Even though it was a
scary situation, there was something bizarrely settling about know
ing that you were in it together with ail these people, Throughout

service, many similar situa
tions occurred,"
Typhoon Yolanda, the
strongest tropical storm
on record worldwide,
raged through the area in
which Barlow served in
November 2013, causing
widespread death and devastation, Sadly, several members of his
host family (the Alicers) died in the storm, including Tita Grace
the f amily matriarch with whom he had developed a special bond,
About 75 neighbors, including young children who were the back
drop to many of Peter's colorful experiences early in Peace Corps
service, were also lost to the storm,
Barlow returned in January with Church of the Brethren
Disaster Ministries, bringing about $250,000 raised through the
denomination's congregations, He noted that the funds supported
many initiatives, including local grassroots organizations, school
supplies for 16,000 students, and the work of organizations like
Heifer International and the International Children's Action
Network,
Amid the devastation, Barlow was impressed by the villagers'
unshakeable joy
"In a place that has been colonized and assimilated, the land
pillaged and money stolen for the past 500 years, where despots
and United States presidents have come and gone, and where many
brave souls have died in the face of unpredictable weather, regional
conflict and social injustice, people are defiant in their willingness
to love life and enjoy every day;" Barlow wrote in his online journaL
"It is a testament to what we need (or don't need) in life to be

happy.,,All you need is a willingness to love life, to be open to joy:
Barlow expressed a sincere appreciation for the opportunity to
serve his country in a peaceful, diplomatic way, while getting a brief
glimpse into the lives of people who have much less, but love much
more,

The Rewards of Service

Murphy expressed the sense that she gained way more than she
gave during her years of service, The experience has inspired her to
pursue lifelong work in the field of grassroots youth, community
and international development,
"It was a very humbling experience: Murphy said, "There's
an attitude shift you need to take on when you go to a place like
this-you have to back off on your own experiences and agenda,
The most important takeaway from my experience is the love of dif
ferent people, different cultures and a different approach to life, It's
the recognition that the way I've always done things isn't necessar
ily the right way or the only way,"
For students thinking ahead to what to do with their lives after
graduation, Murphy recommends devoting a couple years to service
in Peace Corps or another organization,
"BC does a great job in the liberal arts approach to education,
which forced me to consider issues from numerous perspectives:
Murphy said, "Peace Corps is absolutely the most formative experi
ence I've ever had in my short life, Whatever avenue you decide to
pursue, that experience of getting out of your own culture, getting
out of your own worldview teaches you to be adaptable and fiexi ble, It's a little uncomfortable, but it's good for everyone,"
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Student Excellence

by Mary Kay Heatwole

Dylan Tokotch I Computer Science and Mathematics Majors and Physics and Computer Information Systems Minors

• describes himself as a "technology nut." An apt description considering he spent 36 hours
straight as part of a team competing at Hack.UVA, a computer programming event at the University of Virginia. The final result-a
third-place finish.
The three-man team, which was composed of Dylan and two of his friends from UVA, held a conference call during the
week before the event to brainstorm ideas for their project. "We wanted to create something that would have a chance of
getting best overall, so it had to be innovative and have technical rigor:' said Dylan.
The trio came up with a rough idea of what they wanted to develop from scratch at the competition-a video-stream
ing app. They had no idea how to do it or even if it would be feasible. These were challenges the team would tackle at
Hack.UVA.
Beginning the timed event at 7 p.m. on a Friday, all three members of the team worked straight through. "A long time
to go without sleep," said Dylan. "Meals were catered and everyone ate while they worked:'
The team's idea revolved around a scenario in which a group of people want to watch a video. Instead of everyone gathering
around one phone to watch it the app streams portions of the video to a number of smart phones which are then placed together
on a table, essentially forming a large screen on which the video can be viewed, with each device displaying part of the video.
Currently, the app is capable of only showing video files. "With tweaking, we could share any media files from pictures to busi
ness presentations," said Dylan.
The judges awarded first-, second- and third-place prizes for overall technical rigor, polish and creativity and the excitement of
the team members for their project. "Attitude is everything now-a-days in the business world," said Dylan.
The team's efforts paid off with a third-place finish and included a monetary award.
Not only did the app catch the attention of the judges, but other competitors also took an interest, wanting to know when it was
going to be on the market.
In addition to the competition, major sponsors, such as Nvidia, gave professional presentations that were enlightening. "Getting
to see the most-recent ideas in the field was really cool," said Dylan.
During the summer of 2014, the three friends who all live in the same hometown of Roanoke, Va., worked on putting the finish
ing touches on the app to push it to the Android market.
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by Karen Doss Bowman '91
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or professor emeritus RalphMacPhail '65, retirement has been
anything but leisurely, Since retiring from Bridgewater in 2005after 33 years as professor of theater, speech and English
MacPhail has devoted much of his time indulging his passion for
the comic works ofEnglish duo W, S, Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan,
"Retirement has allowed me to work in my main areas of interest: I like
to collect; I like to research; and I like to direct," saysMacPhail, affec
tionately known as "Rafe" in G&S circles, "Now I can d evote myself full
time to Gilbert and Sullivan, and it's been very gratifying, I've always said,
'Happy is the person whose work is his play' -or best of all, who can't
separate the two and know where the dividing line is,"
MacPhail, who directed six Gilbert & Sullivan productions at Bridge
water, was appointed artistic director of the Gilbert & Sullivan Society
of Austin in 2005, but his involvemennvith the organization began in

- Ralph «Rafa»MacPhail
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LEFT TO RIGHT: Taking a bow aftera performance
of 'The Mikado" at VCU; MacPhaif and Reba Gillman,
historian of the Gffbert and Sullivan Society ofAustin;
and with fellow inductees to the GSSA Hall ofFame.
Photos courtesy of Ralph MacPhail

1998. Since then, hes directed 14 productions for
the group, including"H.M.S. Pinafore" in June.
He also has directed Gilbert and Sullivan works
for other theaters, including the Richmond Opera
Company, the Shenandoah Valley Choral Society and the
Virginia Commonwealth University Opera Theatre.
"The remarkable thing about Gilbert and Sullivan is that they
made fun of their day but their musical works can still be presented
exactly as they were written 2 5 years ago," says MacPhail, who also has presented
numerous lectures, taught Elderhostel courses and reviewed sever al scholarly books on
the theatrical pair. "Their humor still works today, They don' t need to be updated or
twiddled about. That's the genius of Gilbert and Sullivan."
An avid collector of Gilbert and Sullivan books, DVDs and other memorabilia,
MacPhail was thrilled in 2010 to be invited by the Criterion Collection to record an
on-camera interview to supplement the company's DVD release of the 1939 film ver
sion of"The Mikado." Highlights of the trip included meeting Miles Kreuger, founder
of the Institute of the American Musical in Los Angeles, and a VIP tour of Warner
Studios.
In 2011, MacPhail was named to the Gilbert & Sullivan Society of Austin Hall
of Fame. He also received the Lifetime Achievement Award from the Connecticut
Gilbert & Sullivan Society in 2010.
MacPhail and hiswife, Alice Hoffman MacPhail '64, have been married for 46 years
and still live in Bridgewater in the home that belonged to his mother's family, Their
son, Alexander ' 97, and his wife, Karin, have two children-Peter Alexander and Mar
garet ("Call me Maggie"). He remembers fondly his years as a professor at Bridgewater,
recalling the many students who worked hard to make theatre productions come to
life,
"One of the most gratifying aspects of my career was that I got to form relationships
with students outside the classr oom," MacPhail says. "I was always 'Prof; but I think
we developed genuine friendships and a genuine congeniality,"
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Stay Connected
o We want to hear from you! Have a new

address, email or phone number? Send us an
email at a/umnews@bridgewater.edu and
update your information.

o Join our on line community at
bridgewateralumni.com

o Connect with us on Facebook by liking

the Bridgewater College-Office of
Alumni Relations page: facebook.com/
bridgewatercol/egea/um ni

o Join the Bridgewater College Alumni

group on Linkedln: /inkedin.com!groups/

Bridgewater-College-Alumni-1434807

o Follow President Bushman on Twitter at

BC Alumni Welcome New
Students
For the past 15 years, the
BC Alumni Association has
provided a warm welcome and
a helping hand to new students
and their parents by assisting
them with move-in day More
than 30 alumni returned and
had a great time moving in the
class of2018,

twitter.com/presbushman

Send-OPP Events Por Incoming Freshmen
This summer six freshman parties were held to
welcome new students to Bridgewater College,
More than 70 incoming freshmen (and more
than 80 of their parents and family members)
attended parties in Richmond, V irginia Beach,
Weyers Cave, Roanoke and Manassas, Va, and
Frederick, Md,
LEFT TO RIGHT: Richmond, Va., Frederick, Md., Manassas,
Va., and Virginia Beach Va,
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save
the date

NOVEMBER

8,2014

Bridgewater College

Become part of the
transformation of
teaching and learning.

Join Bridgewater College for a day of hands-on, brains-on adventures.

Educators select from a
variety of professional
development wo rkshops and
earn recertification points.
Register and learn more at
bridgewater.edu/sharefair

on births, deaths, marriages, job charges, achievements, etc., to alumnews@bridgewater.edu

I Office of Alumni Relations, Colle� Box 40, Bridgewater C.Ollege, Bridgewater, VA 22812
Remember to include your name, maiden name, class year, spouse's name and class year if applicable, mailing
address, phone and email address. (Please avoid using abbreviations.) We look forward to hearing from you!

1937
In April, CHARLES W. WAMPLER
JR. of Harrisonburg, Va., was

presented the Eddie Mason Award
by the Virginia PoultryFederation
during its annual Youth Conven
tion. In 1998, he retired as chair
man of WLR Foods Inc., then the
seventh-lar�st poultry company
in the nation.

1956
RICHARD W. "DICK" GRAVES of
Vienna, Va., retired July 1 from the
Fairfax County school system. He
writes, "I am starting to �t the
hang of retirement!•

1960
WAYNE KINZIE of Grandville,
Mich., completed the 25K in the
37th annual Fifth Third River Bank
Run held in Grand Rapids, Mich.
He finished first in the 75 to 79 a�
group.

1966

special project he took over and
completed.

1977
DR. STEPHEN V. EARLY of

Crozet, Va., assistant professor of
otolaryngology, received the Rob
ley Dunglison Award in 2013 from
the University of Virginia's School
of Medicine. The award is given by
the graduating class to a member
of the faculty in recognition of
outstanding teaching efforts and
personal contributions toward
arousing interests and inspiring
the endeavors of students. He also
served as the 2013 baccalaure
ate speaker for UVA's School of
Medicine.

1978
KATH Y GOULD BARBER of

Vinton, Va., retired from Roanoke
County Schools on July 1, 2013
after teaching kindergarten for 35
years. She continues to enjoy KGB
Photography, a business that she
started in 2002.

ber and serves as secretary of the
board of directors for the Center
for Nonprofit Advancement. He
presented the Washington Post
2014 excellence in nonprofit
mana�ment award to the Young
Playwrights' Theater of Washing
ton, D.C.

1983
BRUCE FREDERICK has been

promoted to vice president of
Pennoni Associates, an engineer
ing, design and consulting firm. He
serves as the office director for the
firm's Norfolk, Va., location.

1988
In May, RON RAMSEY of
Staunton, Va., was re-elected to
the Staunton City School Board,
where he has been a member for
the pa st 10 years. He is serving as
chair for 2013-14 and 2014-15.

1989

In April, LARRY HUFFMAN of Lin
ville, Va., was insta lied as president
of the Shenandoah Valley chapter
of Phi Delta Kappa. An adjunct
instructor at James Madison Uni
versity, he was recently honored
by the university for 50 years in
education.

In April, SIMONPETER GOMEZ
of Canton, Ga., presented a pa per,
"Explaining Canada's Official De
velopment Assistance: A Quantita
tive Test o f Competing Theories,"
at the Southwest Political Science
Association Annual Meeting in San
Antonio. He is assistant professor
of political science at Reinhardt
University in Waleska, Ga.

1971

KATHERINE CHANDLER
HOUGHTALING and Michael have

EDWARD ARMBRUSTER, an

application software engineer
with Wells Fargo in Minneapolis
received a Gold Coin award. The
award is the second-highest
individual recognition given by
the bank and was presented for a

Roderick Johnson '82

1982
RODERICK JOHNSON is a mem-

a daughter, Madison Pai�, born
March 24. Katherine is a teacher
and a coach in the Klein Indepen
dent School District. The family
lives in Magnolia, Texas.

Jennifer Brown '98

1997
ALLEN HICKS ofFredericksbu rg,

Va., was named assistant principal
at Hampton Oaks Elementary
School in Stafford, Va.

1998
On May 3, JENNIFER BROWN of
Virginia Beach, Va., received a j uris
doctorate degree from Re�nt
University's School of Law.

1999
WILLIAM and COURTNEY
MARIE QUIMBYBELTZ have a

daughter, Chase Marie, bornFeb.
14. The family, which also includes
two sons, Rugby and Archer, lives
in Grand Prairie, Texas.

JENNIFER THOMPSON MCCRAY

and Will have a daughter, Lydia
Raye, born Dec. 30. Jennifer is the
controller at Houff Transfer Inc. The
family, which also includes a son,
Peyton, lives in Crimora, Va.

2001
DAVID MUSI LJ R. and Cathleen
have their first child, a daughter,
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Kirk Monroe '02and his wife, Amanda.

Annabell Leslie, born June 16. The
family lives in N ewark, N.J.

one of the most photographed
lighthouses in the U.S. In April, Kirk

and effective implementation of
retaii best practices.

BECKY WETZEL REYNOLDS

celebrated seven years working at
Estes Express Lines.

2005

and Joey have twin girls, Gracie
Ann and Kennedy Sue, born June
3. Becky is a reading specialist
for Shenandoa h County Public
Schools. The family, which also
includes two sons, Trey and Travis,
lives in Woodstock, Va.

BECKY CAVE WALTON and Matt
have their first child, a son, Caleb
O'Brien, born June 17. Becky is
a quality assurance manager for
QuadraMed in Reston, Va. The fam
ily lives in Strasburg, Va.

JENNIFER ANN SMITH and Andy

assistant p rofessor of elemen
tary education at Bridgewater
College, was selected as one of 76
educators to attend the SMART

2006

2003

Exemplary Educator (SEE) Global

2,2013. Elizabeth is an associate

2014 Summit in Calgary, Alberta,
Canada July 20-26.

attorney with the law office of An
derson,Rudd, Donahue & McKee.
The couple lives in Friendsville, Md.

BRADLEY MCCRADY and Jenni
fer have a daughter, Natalie Pearl,
born July 18. The family lives in
Christiansburg, Va.

JENNIFER MOORMAN BRANUM

family Iives in Strasburg, Va.

and Ryan have a daughter, Khloe
Sophia, born Aug. 13, 2013.
Jennifer is associate biosafety
officer at the University of Virginia.

2004

KIRK MONROE of Midlothian,
Va., and his wife, Amanda, recently
traveled to Maine where they
visited the Portiand Head Light,
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JONATHAN EMMONS of Greens-

ELIZABETH ELLEN LAMM and
Michael Lee Earl were married Nov.

KATHRYN SHAFFER TURNER

2002

in Waynesboro, Va.

minster Presbyterian Church.

Conversano were married May 17.
J ennifer is an executive assistant
for Toone & Associates LLP. The
couple lives in Germantown, Md.

and Thomas have a daughter, Jose
phine Loretta, born May 14. The

The family, which also includes
another daughter, Lily Alayna, lives

DR. JENNIE PRETO CARR,

boro, N.C., is pursuing a master
of theological studies degree at
Duke Divinity School. He serves as
organist and choirmaster at West

Whitesel Music in Harrisonburg,
Va.,owned by JOSHUA DOVE,
has been named o ne of the Top
100 musical instrument and
product retailers in the world by
the Nationa I Association of Music
Merchants (NAMM). Businesses
were evaluated for innovative
m ethods, resourceful approaches

Elizabeth Ellen Lamm '06 and M ichae/ Lee Earl

classnotes

2007

EMILY J. BAUER and Gregg A. Lee

were married Sept. 28, 2013. Emily
works in healthcare administration
at Johns Hopkins Hospital. The
couple lives in Sykesville, Md.

JANNA MORRIS GRAND LE

and Whit have a daughter, Alyssa
Leigh, born Jan. 24. The family, which also includes a nother
daughter, Braelyn, and a son, Cole,
lives in Broadway, Va.

developmental education faculty
at Eastern West Virginia Communi
ty and Technical College. She also
plans on publishing her second
poetry collection, Ukrainian Daze,
at the end of 2014.

2010

ROBERT MEEKS of Amherst, Va.,

earned a master of music educa
tion degree from Goucher College
in Baltimore, Md.

of the Brethren.

QUINCY LEE EDWARDS (see

Mitchell Edwards '11).

MICHAEL LUPTON and ALI
MORRIS '12 were married May 31.

Ali is alumni relations coordinator
at Bridgewater College. Michael
joined the accounting firm of
Ro binson, Farmer, Cox Associates
in Verona, Va. The couple lives in
Fishersville, Va.

SCOTT YINGLING and A LLISON

Teacher of the Year for Freder
icksburg City Public Schools for
the 2013-14 academic year. He
teaches at Hugh Mercer Elemen
tary School.

2013
ANDY COFFEY (see Sabrina
Spiker ' 12).

J.J. KREHBIEL of McPherson,

Kan., left May 13 for a two-year
term with the Peace Corps as a
health extension volunteer in Ec
uador. He will promote awareness
of health education needs while
assisting local leaders in teach
ing families about material and
child health, basic nutrition and
sanitation and sexually transmit
ted diseases.

2014
MALINDA BRITT of Roanoke,

Va., is serving a six-month term
as a solidarity worker in Honduras
through New Community Project.

LILA ORROCK and Patrick Hiltz
were married Oct. 19, 2013. Lila
is a school counselor for Henrico
County Schools. The cou pie lives in
Richmond, Va.

Michael Lupton '11 andA/iMorris'12

2008

MARY ANN LAYMAN and Matt
Miller '09 were married April 19.
The two were friends all through
college, but didn't start dating
until after graduation. The coupie
lives in P.oanoke, Va.

2009

BROOKE KENDALL HODGES

and Tyler have a son, Beau Court
land, born May 29. The family lives
in Harrisonburg, Va.

MATT MILLER (see Mary Ann
Layman '08).

NICOLE YURCABA of Mathias,
W.Va., has been appointed to the

MITCHELL and QUINCY LEE
EDWARDS '11 have a daughter,

BROYLES '12were married June
14. The couple lives in Roanoke, Va.

Georgia Ann, born Aug. 8. The
family lives in Columbia , Va.

2012

LAUREN GLADISH RHODES

MATTHEW BENNETT of Chesa
peake, Va., received a master's
degree in international relations
from Old Dominion University.

and Christopher have a daughter,
Alison Rosemary, born May 11.
Lauren is an athletic trainer at
Middleburg Academy. The family
lives in Leesburg, Va.

2011
In May, TIM and AUDREY
HOLLENBERG-DUFFEY

graduated with master of divinity
degrees from Bethany Theological
Seminary in Richmond, Ind.The
couple is serving as the pastoral
team for Hagerstown (Md.) Church

ALLISON BROYLES (see Scott

Yingling' 11).

ALI MORRIS (see Michael Lupton

'11).

SABRINA SPIKER and ANDY
COFFEY '13 were married June 28.
Sabrina is a teacher in the Lexing
ton City Public School. T he couple
lives in Lexington, Va.

TOBY TRAXLER was named
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Memorials
IRENE SANDERSON BEAHM '44

56 years, the Rev. Wallace J.Bieber.

of Roanoke, Va., died July 23, at the
age of 92. She began her 27 years
in education teaching first grade at
Burlington Elementary and completed the majority of her career
as a first-grade and kindergarten
teacher at Cloverdale Elementary.
She was a member of the Cloverdale Church of theBrethren.

JOHN RAY PENICK SR. '48 of

ROBERT S. "SAM" MILLER
SR. '44ofBridgewater, Va., died
June 9, following a long battle
withAlzheimer's. He was 91. He
served in theArmy Signal Corps in
Italy during World War II and was
discharged as a sergeant. In 1959,
he accepted a position with State
Farm Insurance at the Staunton,
Va., claims office. He was an adjuster, claims specialist and estimator until his retirement 1984. From
1984 to 1987, he served as an
estimator with Crawford and Co.

ELIZABETH "BETTY" BLOUGH
MARTIN '45 ofBridgewater, Va.,
died July 29, at the age of 89. She
graduated fromButlerUniversity
and worked as a travel agent for
Travel Counselors from 1972-86.
She served on numerous boards
and held local government positions, including theBridgewater
Town Council and the Rockingham County School Board. She
received several awards, including
the Ripples Society Medal from
Bridgewater College. She was
a member of theBridgewater
Church of theBrethren.

SYLVIA SEESE BIEBER '47 of
Wernersville, Pa., and formerly of
Whitehall, Pa., died May 17, at the
age of 91. She taught elementary
school in the Lebanon (Pa.) City
Schools for 26 years before retiring
in 1989.Before that, she worked
at the Church of the Brethren
headquarters in Elgin, Ill., for eight
years. She was a member of the
Jordan United Church of Christ.
She is survived by her husband of
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Charlotte, N.C., died April 6, at the
age of 91. He served as a U.S. Navy
corpsman attached to the 4th
Marine Division in the Pacific theater during World War II. He was
awarded purple hearts for wounds
received on Saipan and lwo Jima.
He was a member of Amity Presbyterian Church. He enjoyed playing
baseball/softball and gardening.

INA SUSAN MASON SHANK '48
ofBridgewater, Va., died July 13, at
the age of 90. She was a long-serving administrator at theBridgewater Church of theBrethren. She
and her husband established the
Harry W. and Ina Mason Shank
Peace Studies Endowment at
Bridgewater College.

DR. HARRY M. GARDNER '50
of Harrisonburg, Va., died May 17.
He was 88. He served with the
U.S. Department of Education for
22 years. For more than 20 years,
he was a pastor in the Church of
the Brethren. He served on the
Bridgewater College board of
trustees and was a member of
the Bridgewater Church of the
Brethren and an associate member
of the Vienna Presbyterian Church.
He is survived by his wife, Norma.

DR. ALPHADINE "DEAN" MARTIN '50 of Navarre, Fla., died June
20, following a battle with cancer.
She was 86. She earned a Ph.D.
from theUniversity of Iowa and at
the Laboratory School and Central
Missouri StateUniversity (now
theUniversity of Central Missouri)
from 1954-91 when she retired
as professor and chair of the
department of physica I education.
During her tenure as chair, she
was responsible for creating and
developing the first fitness center
on campus.

HENSEL DORSEY "IKE" RIDDLEBERGER '51 of Harrisonburg, Va.,
died June 6, at the age of 85. He

graduated from VirginiaTech with
a bachelor's degree in construction
engineering and served in theU.S.
Navy. He was CEO of Riddleberger
Brothers in Mount Crawford, Va.,
when he retired. He is survived by
his wife,Barbara.

from teaching industrial arts at
Fort Defiance and Buffalo Gap
high schools in 1994. He was a
member of Lebanon Church of the
Brethren.

MAZIE ALMA KIRBY WAMPLER
'51 ofBridgewater, Va., died July

Ohio, died July 4, following a
battle withAlzheimer's disease.
She earned a master's degree in
English from XavierUniversity and
taught in Mariemont School District for many years. She enjoyed
singing and performed with the
Cincinnati MusicTheater. She was
a member of Hyde Park Community Methodist Church. Following
her marriage in 1979 to her second
husband, James, the couple lived
in Maineville and Ankara,Turkey.

15, at the age of 94. She was a
member of the First Church of
the Brethren in Harrisonburg, Va.
She sang in the church choir for
35 years, the Shenandoah Valley
Chora I Society for nearly 40 years
and the Bridgewater Retirement
Village Choir.

FRANK Pl ERCE BONTZ JR. '52 of
Harrisonburg, Va., died May 10, at
the age of 87. He served in theU.S.
Navy and was president of Rocco
Chickens. In 1980, he was honored
with the Virginia State Poultry
Federation Service Award. In 1984,
he was the director of the Laboratory Board of Virginia State Poultry
Federation. He was a member
of the Asbury United Methodist
Church. He is survived by his wife
of 65 years, Jeanie.

DAVID ENGLISH DIAMOND '53
of Richmond, Va., died May 14, at
the age of 83. He is survived by his
wife of 55 years, Marcia.

LLOYD ALLEN WAKEMAN '53 of
Luray, Va., died Aug. 18, at the age
of 84. He was owner and operator ofBrookside Restaurant for 14
years and was a member of Mount
Zion Church of theBrethren. He is
survived by his wife, Katina.

DONALD "DON" LINK '54 of
Mount Sidney, Va., died July 1,
after a long battle with Parkinson's
disease. He was 81. He graduated from VirginiaTech and was
drafted into theU.S.Army where
he was a driver in Germany in the
motor pool of the 22nd Infantry
Regiment. He and his wife, Nancy
Moore Link ' 57, spent six years as
missionaries in Nigeria. He retired

ANNE BELLE WRIGHT JOHNSON MILAR '54 of Maineville,

DR. ANNE HAYNES PRICE FIKE
'57 of La Verne, Calif., died July
17, at the age of 78. She earned
a master's degree in community
clinical psychology at California
StateUniversity at Long Beach and
a Ph.D. in psychology from the
University of California, Irvine. She
was a licensed marriage and family
therapist. In 2006 she received the
West-WhitelowAward for Humanitarian Service fromBridgewater
College. She is survived by her
husband of two years, Earle Fike
Jr. '51.

JOSEPH CLINTON HEATWOLE
'59 of Hinton, Va., died Aug. 20, at
the age of 80. He was a drainage
and design engineer for the Virginia Department ofTransportation in
Staunton for 32 years before retiring in the early 1990s. He served
in the Virginia National Guard for
eight years. In retirement, he was
a volunteer at Rockingham Memorial Hospital for 10 years. He was a
member and elder of Mount Olive
Presbyterian Church.

NORMAN CLAYTOR SCOTT '59
of Port Republic, Va., died May 5,
at the age of 81. He served in the
U.S. Army as a sergeant first class,

JOHN S. FLORY JR., aBridgewater College alumnus and a son of the College's second president, Dr. John 5. Flory, died Aug. 17.
He was 103.
Flory was born Sept. 5, 1910, to Dr. John 5. and Vinnie Mikesell Flory. He graduated fromBridgewater High School in 1928 and
Bridgewater College in 1932. He later attended Northwestern University School of Commerce in Chicago.
Flory and the former Helen Humphreys were married on July 29, 1943. She preceded him in death in 1958. On June 9, 1968, he
married the former Helen Crumpacker Flora who died in 2005.
He was an accountant for Franklin MacVeigh & Co. in Chicago for several years and Illinois Zinc Company (later known as Hydro
metals Inc.) from 1939-58, serving as controller-secretary the last few years.
In 1958, Flory moved toBridgewater, Va., where he operatedBridgewater Plow Corp. for the next five years. During this time, he
was a member of the Bridgewater Church of the Brethren and served two terms as a member of the Bridgewater Town Council.
In 1963, Flory returned to Illinois and served as controller with developer Don L. Dise Inc. in Aurora. In 1985, he co-founded Primus
Realty Corp. and served as president and broker until 1991. He stepped down when Primus Realty joined ColdwellBanker, but
continued to serve as director until his retirement in 1996.
He was a deacon of the FirstBaptist Church of Oak Park, Ill., and served as an elder of the First Presbyterian Church of Aurora.
Flory returned toBridgewater following the death of his second wife.
Flory and his sister, Margaret Flory Wampler Rainbolt '37, were instrumenta I in establishing the Flory Fellowship of Scholars, an
honors program atBridgewater named in 2006 in tribute to their father.
In 2008,Bridgewater honored Flory and Rainbolt with Ripples Medals for their many contributions to the College and the com
munity.
Flory is survived by a daughter, Lynn Flory Riner '68 of Harrisonburg, Va., and a step-son, the Rev. Dr. James Flora '52 ofBridgewa
ter, Va. He also is survived by two grandchildren, five step-grandchildren, two great-grandchildren, nine step-great-grandchildren
and three step-great-great-grandchildren.

8th Army, active duty in Korea
from 1951 to 1953. He managed
Grottoes Theater and served on
the Grottoes Town Council. He was
the owner of both Tanglewood
Apartments and Scott Business
Systems. He is survived by his wife,
LayVonne.

VERNON LEROY HARSH '60
ofBridgewater, Va., died June 8,
at the age of 75. He worked as a
juvenile probation officer for the
Harrisonburg Welfare Office and
later was an adult probation and
parole officer for the state of Vir
ginia. He left the parole system for
a short term as superintendent of
welfare, but returned to the proba
tion and parole system, becoming
chief of two parole districts. He is
survived by his wife, the former
Doris Lawson, '61.

PAUL NELSON MILLER '63 of
Dayton, Va., died April 20, at the
age of 74. He was a farmer and an
active member ofBrieryBranch
Church of theBrethren, where he
sang in the choir. He is survived by

his wife, the former Carol Zimmer
man '63.

ELZIE JARRELS"EJ" MORRIS
JR. '66 of Harrisonburg, Va., died
July 11, at the age of 70. He earned
a master's in education from the
University of Virginia and began
his career as a teacher and coach
at Montevideo High School. He
spent the rest of his career in
management and sales. He was a
longtime member of Massanutten
Presbyterian Church, where he
served as an elder, Sunday school
teacher and youth adviser. He is
survived by his wife, Judy.

BENJAMIN BOAN BROWN '67
of Marietta, Ga., and formerly of
Bedford, Va., died May 17, after a
battle with cancer. He was 69. His
work with State Fa rm and West
inghouse took him to Washington,
D.C., Atlanta, Columbia, S.C. and
Miami. He is survived by his wife,
Angel.

PHILIP SHAVER MILLER '77 of
Harrisonburg, Va., died June 19, at
the age of 59. His career included

farming, operation of a family
business, Dominion Manufactur
ing Inc., and time working at
Perdue. He was a member of
theBridgewater Church of the
Brethren. He was a member of the
Bridgewater Ruritan Club, where
he served a term as president.

DAVID BURTON METZLER '81 of
Bridgewater, Va., died June 25, fo I
lowing complications from a fa II.
He was 54. He earned a master's
degree in international relations
from the University of Virginia and
served as president of Metzler
Brothers Contractors. He was a
member ofBridgewater Church
of the Brethren, where he served
on the church board, the property
committee and numerous other
roles. He is survived by his wife,
Diane.

became owner in 2006. He was a
member of the Greek Orthodox
Church in Charlottesville, Va. He is
survived by his wife, Angeliki.

CANDACE JEAN CAHALL KIM
METT '90 of Fishersville, Va., died
July 24, following a battle with
cancer. She was 46. She earned an
M.5. degree in education adminis
tration from Shenandoah Univer
sity. She retired from Waynesboro
High School, where she was the
assistant principal and volleyball
coach. She was a member of the
Westminster Presbyterian Church.
She enjoyed playing golf and go
ing to the beach. She is survived
by her husband, Jamie.

DAVI D MILLS FIKE '96 of Me
chanicsville, Va., died July 2, at the
age of 43.

GEORGE GUS FLOROS '85 of
Harrisonburg, Va., died April 28,
after a battle with cancer. He was
50. He had been employed with
his father at Jess'Lunch downtown
since he was 12 years old and
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irca 1930s photograph ofstudents preparing to have a meal in the
Bridgewater College cafeteria. which at the time was in Rebecca Hall. In
1930 the facility pictured here replaced the old "'w'hite House" dining hall,
which was located in a two-story, clapboard house across the street from today's
Memorial Hall. 1his photo also shows servers waiting the tables-a feature of life at
Bridgewater that remained until 1961.
Students dined in Rebecca until 1969, when the new Kline Campus Center relieved
it of that function.
Photo courtesy of Special Collections, Alexander Mack Memorial Library
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